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It is well-known that all zeros of real polynomials, orthogonal with respect to a 
positive-definite moment functional, are real. In the first section of this paper, we 
show that the zeros of certain symmetric, quasi-definite, orthogonal polynomials 
are real or purely imaginary. In the second section, we apply our finding to Mellin 
transforms of Laguerre polynomials, generalizing a result of Bump and Ng [ 11. 
6 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. QUASI-DEFINITE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
In what follows, we consider polynomials with real coefficients in the 
complex variable z. Let 9: R[z] -+ R be a linear functional. Let 
~Pn(Z)Lo be a set of real polynomials, where p,(z) is manic of degree n. 
We call {P,(Z)> a set of (quasi-definite) orthogonal polynomials with respect 
to 9 if 2’[p,(z) p,(z)] = K,,6,,, where K, # 0 and a,,, is the Kronecker 
delta [2, p. 71. If, furthermore, all the K, are positive, then Y and {p,(z)) 
are said to be positive-definite. A positive-definite 9 induces an inner 
product on the polynomials with respect o which {p,,(z)} is an orthogonal 
basis. 
Our starting point is the classical result 
THEOREM 1. Set p-,(z)=0 and K-,=1. Then {p,(z)), where each 
p,,(z) is manic of degree n, is a set of orthogonal polynomials with associated 
linear functional 9 satisfying L.Z[p,(z) p,(z)] = K,6,, ifand only $ for all 
n L 0, there exists a real number c, such that 
p,+,(z)=(z-cc,) P,(z)-+ no l P+l(Z). 
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Proof: See [2, pp. 18-221. 
Our main result in this section makes use of the following: 
THEOREM 2. The zeros of a set of positive-definite, orthogonal polyno- 
mials are real and simple. Furthermore, between any) two zeros of p,, + , , there 
is a zero of p,, (the zeros “interlace”). 
Proof See [2, pp. 27-28-j or [S, pp. 44-461. 
We require the following strengthening of Theorem 2: 
THEOREM 3. Zf {p,,} is a set of positive-defmite, orthogonal polynomials, 
then the zeros of p,,(z) + cp,- I(z), c real, are real and simple. 
Proof: See [2, p. 651. Such polynomials are said to be quasi-orthogonal. 
We will be interested in sets of symmetric orthogonal polynomials, those 
which are odd or even functions. In this case, writing 1, for K,,/K,- , , 
Eq. (1) becomes 
P,+1(z)=zP,(z)-&P,-,(Z). 
Before proving our main result, we state a special case. 
(2) 
PROPOSITION 1. Supposep~,(z)=O,pO(z)=l,and&=O.If(p,(z)},,~O 
satisfies Eq. (2) and R, < 0 ,for all n, then the zeros of p,(z) are simple and 
purely imaginary. 
Proof The polynomials pI1(z) = ( - i)” p,( iz) satisfy fi _ 1 (z) = 0, 
do(z) = 1, and fi,,, ,(z) = zj?,(z) + L, jY,r+ ,(z). We then apply Theorem 2. 
Our main result of this section is 
THEOREM 4. Let a sequence {p,,(~)}~~~ of manic polynomials satisfy 
Eq. (2), where p-,(z) =O, pO(z) = 1, and &,=O. Suppose, whenever A,,, 
% I + , , . . . . 1, are non-zero with 3.j_, = 0, j”,, i,, 1, . . . . I., _ 1 > 0, and A,,, < 0 for 
some m, j d m < k, that A,,, + zr3-,, + z,+ , > 0, for I= 0, 1, . . . . [(k -m - 1)/2]. 
Then, for each n, the roots of p,,(z) are all real or purely imaginary. 
If furthermore, the product I., ’ .. i,-, # 0, then the roots of p,,(z) are 
simple with the possible exception of a triple zero at z = 0. 
Proof: We begin by observing that if A,, =O, then pn+ 1(z) =zp,(z) 
and each subsequent polynomial, p,,+ *, p,,+ 3, . . . . is divisible by p,(z). 
We can thus form a new sequence {p:(z)} by setting p-,(z) =O, 
p?(z) =pk+,,(z)/p,(z), and A,* =%k+n, k=O, 1, . . . . Hence, to prove the 
theorem for p, + 1, we need only consider the case where 3., ... A,, # 0. 
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The rest of the proof is a slight modification of an approach used by 
Erik van Doorn on a similar problem [7]. Define q,(z)=p2,,(&) and 
&l(z) = PZ‘I + &h/J- f z or n > 0. Since the p,(z) are symmetric of degree n, 
both qn(z) and q,,(z) are polynomials of degree n. We have q-,(z) = 
L,(z)=O, q&)=40(z)= 1, 
4,* + 1(z) = (z - bn - i 2n+1)4n(z)-L- ,Lqn--I(z)9 
and 
~n+1(Z)=(Z--~n+I-~2n+*)~n(Z)-~2n~2n+l~n-I(Z). 
We must show that the zeros of qn(z) and qn(z) are real and simple. By the 
hypothesis of the theorem, either (q,(z)} or {q,(z)} is a set of orthogonal 
polynomials and Theorem 2 applies. By rearranging Eq. (2), we have 
and 
q,(z) = &l(z) + Ldn- 1(z) 
4?!(z) = (4n+ 1(z) + L+ ,Y&))lZ. 
Thus, by Theorem 3, both qn(z) and g,,(z) have real, simple zeros. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
2. MELLIN TRANSFORMS OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we consider Mellin transforms of Laguerre polynomials. 
Since Mellin transforms are one way to produce classical L-functions, it is 
natural to wonder about the location of the zeros of the transforms, which 
are polynomials in our case. We prove a weak Riemann hypothesis for 
these polynomials, generalizing a result on Mellin transforms of Hermite 
polynomials proved in [ 11. Mellin transforms of Hermite polynomials also 
appear in [4]. 
The normalized (manic) Laguerre polynomials are most conveniently 
defined by 
L:(x) = (- 1)” exx-r 7 ; (e-.xXa+n) 
=j, (-Irk (2) (cX+n)(a+n-l)~.(a+k+l)X~. (3) 
The Hermite polynomials are closely related to L+‘/‘(x). The Laguerre 
polynomials satisfy the recurrence 
L;+,(x)=(x-a-2n-l) L;(x)-n(ct+n) L;-,(x), (4) 
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so, for fixed ~1, comprise a set of orthogonal polynomials by Theorem 1. 
For these and other relations between the Laguerre polynomials, see [3, 
pp. 1037-10381. 
The Mellin transform we consider is 
SOS e 
Pn(h a) = ?&) 
-X/2LCZ(x) XS+a/2-- Ii2 dx 
s+~/2+wf”~(S+c(/2+ l/2)’ 
which converges for Re s sufftciently large. We have normalized P~(s, CC) so 
that, instead of Re s = l/2, the imaginary axis is its axis of symmetry. The 
exponential factor occurs not for unnatural convergence reasons, but for 
natural reasons having to do with the orthogonality of {L,“(X)} and with 
Fourier transforms. For an explanation of the relevance of Fourier trans- 
forms and of the presence of the gamma factor, see [6], an important 
treatment of Mellin transforms related to number theory. Using (3), 
explicit computation of the above integral for Re s sufficiently large yields 
pJs,a)= ii: (-1/2)“Pk ;: 
0 
(a+n)(a+n- i)...(a+k+ 1) 
k=O 
.(,,~)(,+~)...(,,3+y). (6) 
We extend ~~(3, a) to all s by analytic continuation. A quick computation 
shows that po(s, CC) = 1 and p,(s, a) = s. In general, we have 
PROPOSITION 2. The polynomials pn(s, a) defined by (5) satisfy 
n(a+n) 
P~+~(s, ~O=SP,(~~ a)+--- 4 pn- l(sy a). 
Proof: Upon observing from (6) that 
(-2)” 
r(a+ 1) 
r(a+n+ 1) PA a) 
is hypergeometric, F( -IZ, s + a/2 + l/2; a + 1; 2) in the notation of [3, 
p. 10393, one could use Gauss’ recursion relations [3, 9.137.2 on p. 10441. 
A direct approach is to substitute (4) into (5), yielding 
p,,+,(s,a)=(s+F) Pn(s+ 1, a)-(?+,) ph, a) 
n(a + n) -___ 
4 P+ 1(s, a). 
A somewhat edious induction now proves the proposition. 
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The above proposition along with Theorem 4 and Proposition 1 
immediately implies our final result 
THEOREM 5. All zeros of p,,(s, CX) lie on the real and imaginary axes. If 
c( 2. - 1, the zeros are all purely imaginary and are simple if CI > - 1. 
In general, the number of real zeros is bounded for a fixed c(. 
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